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Research requested authorization to draw up a relDrt on the
prospects for and requirements of a Conununity oiL eupply and
processing policy.
Authorization was given by the president of the European
Parliament in his letter of 2 February 1977. The conunittee on
Economic and ltlonetary Affairs and the Cqnmittee on the Environment,
Public aealth and Consumer Protection were asked for their opinions.
on 1? February 1977 the conunittee on nnergy-ina neiearEtr _.-_----
aptrninted lttr Normanton rapporteur.
rt considered the draft report at its meetings of 2g March L977,
25 April Lg77, 19 october L977, 2 November L9zz, 22 Noveniber 1927 and
I March 1978 and unanimously adopted the rotion for a regolution
and the explanatory statement with one abstention on I March 1979.
Present: llrs Walz, chairman; l,tr FtHnig, vice-chairmanl
ur Norrnanton, vice-chairman and rapporteur; !!r veroneei, vics-chairman;
r,ord Bessborough, llr Brown, l{r Edwards, ttr Ellis, lilr Fuchs, llr Houdct,
llr iIenEen, l.tr Noi, l,[r Osborn, Irtr Verhaegen and. Irlr zt:ywLalcz.
The opinion of the Cormittee on Economic and l,lonetary Affrirg
ie attached. The cqnmittec on the Envirorunent, public Health andConeumer Protection decided not to present an opinion.
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AThe Committee on Energy and Research hereby submits to the European
Parliament the folloring moLion for a resolution, together with explanatory
statenent!
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on the prospects for and reguirements of a Community oil supply and processing
policy
fhe European Parliarnent
- 
having regard to the report from the Committee on Energy and Research
and the opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
(Doc. 577/771 ,
- 
having regard to the communication from the Commission of the EuroPean
Communities to the Council on a Community approach to the refining
problems of the Comrnunity (Com. (77\ 71 final),
1. Calls on the commission to intensify its efforts to achieve
- 
a common market in the field of oil and pctroleun productt, wlthout
distortion of competition;
- 
tranaparency in the market for oil and petroleum products;
- 
a common policy on the importation of oiI and refined productg
2. Believes that overcapacity in the EuroPean refining industry is a
structural problem which can best be solved through cooperation between
the induEtry and the Corununity, which would have a role to play in
creating the npst favourable administrative, fiscal and social
environment so that the industry could adapt itself to the requirementa
of the market;
3. Feels that a solution to thc problem could be found if the induetry,
in eooperation with the competent Community authorities and
representatives of those employed in the industry, were to
- 
withdrhw less efficient refining plants from service, in accordance
with market requirements, without neglecting the social problems that
could result therefrom;
- 
adapt refining structure to market needs by redueing the protrnrtion
of heavy petroleum products produced in the Conununity while
increasing output of lighter products;
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- 
restrict the construction of nev, refineries in the Community over the
next ten years, exceptions being made for an aPProPriate nuriber of
conversion plants for the production of gasoline and other lighter
products;
4. Urges the Council and Commission of the EuroPean Communities to give
further consideration to imtrnrts of refined products in the firture,
and, in Particular, to
- 
draw up indicative medium-term forecasts of imtrnrts;
- 
collect more detailed and complete information and statistics on Prices
of petroleum Products;
- 
devetop the consultation system $,ithin the Community;
- 
organise consultations, should the need arise, with the third
countries concerned, on the problems retating to trade in refined
Products,
- 
continue a dialogue with petroleum producers, including perhaps the
Organisation of Petroleum Ex;nrting Countries'
- dnsure that measures taken in the refining sector in no way endanger the
security of Europe's energry supplies for which the OECD/IEA has a
role to PlaY.
5. Recognises the need for a strong institution covering all sectors of the
refining industry which would represent the views of the industry, after
consultation with the relevant trade uniong, to the Commiealon;
6. Instructs its president to forward this resolution, and the rePort
of its comnittee, to the council and commission of the European
Communities.
- 
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BEXPI"ANATORY STATE!,TESIT
I Introduction
1- Before the second worrd war oil was quantitively of much less
importance for the economies of western Europe than in the period after
1945- rn 1938 oir accounted for only g% of the totar consumption of
primary energy in Western Europe, while coal accounted for some 9O%.
up to 1939 and in the years j-mmediatety following the second world war
the oil industry buirt refineries near the sources of crude oil, and
exported refined products to Europe, demand in Europe at that time was
scarcery sufficient to permit the economies of scale that were technicatly
possibre in the refining of oil, and so it was more convenient to transtrDrt
oil products than crude. The exception t,o this general pattern was France,
which imported most of its oil as crude, to be refined in France, much
of it by the state-controrred compagnie Frangaise de Raffinage. rn the
late 1940s, in order to reduce the foreign exchange cost of oir, otler
European governments encouraged the oiI companies to build refineries in
Europe, often offering financiar inducements. At the same time the
economic structure of the oir industry and of oir consumption r^ras
changing in the immediate post-war years, and economically it became
advantageous for the oil companies to refine their oir in Europe. By
1950 large oil refineries were in operation at, Marseirte in France,
Fawley in the united Kingdom and Pernis in the Netherlands. The changingpattern is clearly iltustrated by Annex XfI.
2' The growth of the oil refining industry in Europe was extraordinarily
rapid after the Second World War; in I94B the throughput .of crude oi1 in
refineries in oEEC countries was 19.5 mill-ion tonnes, by 1955 it amounted
to 103 mirrion tonnes. At first oir refineries were buirt at points on the
European coastline where oir coutd be imlrcrted conveniently. subsequenlty
it became more usuat to build refineries near highry industriatised regions,
these refineries being supplied by piperines from the coast. Nevertheress
most refineries are still to be found near suitable ports.
A more recent factor affecting refinery location has been the attempts by
some l4ember state governments to bring industry to economically less
advantaged regions by either constructing or favouring the construction
of oil refineries in the hope that other indust.ries would be created around
new refining complexes in development regions.
3. By far the greatest proportion of crude oil for European refineries
has to be imported from third countries. rn 1975 the cormnunity,s biggest
supplier of crude oil was Saudi Arabia, with 129.5 million tonnes exported
to the Community, followed by Iran (g7.5m tonnes), Iraq (43.4m tonnes).
The most imPortant oil suppliers apart from Middle Eastern countries are
Nigeria (34.9 m tonnes in 1975), Libya (34.2 m tonnes) and Argeria (22.8 m
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tonnes). From the American continent Venezuela exported 7.8 m tonnea
of crude oil to the Conununity, while 10.1 m tonnes were imtrrorted from
Eastern Europe, princitrnlly from the Soviet Union, (see Annex III).
As can be seen from the above figures and from the tables in Annex III, the
Middl-e East/Persian GuIf occupies a pre-eminent position as far as oil
exports to Europe are concerned. This reflects the balance of production,
as the l.liddlg East produced some I9.7 m barrels per day of oil in 1975,
while Africa produced 5.I million and the Caribbean and South America
3.6 m barrel.s per day. North America produced 12.5 million barrels per
day in L975, almost all of which was for internal consumption. The pattern
has changed considerably over the preceding 25 years. In 1950 the !4iddle
Eastern region produced only I.8 m barrels/day and African production was
negligible, while the Caribbean/South America with 1.8 m barrely/day
produced as much oil as the l4iddle East, and North America produced
5.2 m barrels,/day. At the same time, so that a realistic comparison
can be made, it should be noted that, in the wor1d, excluding the USSR,
Eastern Europe and China, the 1O million barrels of oil per day produced
in 1950 had increased to some 44 million barrels of oil per day in 1975.
Corres;:onding changes naturally had taken place in the capacity, as well ag
in the geographical location of oiI refineriee.
II. Basic refininq techni<rues
4. The processing of crude oil can be divided into the basic
distillation process and a variety of other processing stages known as
conversion. conversion processes include reforming, catarytic cracking,
hydrocrackingandalkylationwhich,togetherwiththedistillation
process, are described in detail in Annex XIV'
5. The distillation process separates the crude oil into various
distil}ates,thelightestbeinggasandnaphtha,followedbyheavier
products such as kerosene, Iight and heavy gas oil and finaLly a heavy
distillation residue that can be used as a mixing agent in heavy fuel oil
or directtY as an asPhalt Product'
6. The conversion units can be used to further refine the distillates for
two purposes: firstly, to produce raw'materials such as
aromatics for the chemical industry; secondly, and particularly important
from the point of view of general use of capa.city, to convert distillates :'
for which there is not enough demand (such as heavy fuel oil) into
products in greater demand (such as petrol). In recent years therefore
there has been a general drop in utilization of capacity at EuroPean
refineries and an increased utilization and often some exPansion of
conversion caPacitY.
- 
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III. Structure of the Refinino Industrv-in the Communitv.
7. Total theoretical refining capacity rin the Community was about 855 million
tons at I January 1976. Italy with 221 million tons has the largest share of
this capacity. Then comes France with 169 million tons, the Federal Republic
of Germany with I54 million tons, the United Kingdom with 147 million tons,
the Netherlands with 102 million tons and Belgium with 49 million tong.
Denmark and freland with 11 and 3 million tons respectively account for a very
small proportion of the Community's refining capacity. Luxembourg is the only
Member State with no refining industry at all (see Annex )(VI) " It should be
noted that refining rights are granted by concessions in Italy and France.
8. By far the majority of the European refineries are owned by
multinational companies; most of them are American but some are British or
,Dutch. In Denmark and Ireland all ref ineries are ovrned by milltinationals. In
Belgium, the Federal Republic of cermany, the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands, multinational companies with headquarters elsewhere account
for between 2/l and 3/4 of the total capacity whereas multinationat
companies with headquarters in those countries and independent national
comtrranies account for the remainder. There are no state-controlled
companies in the refining industry in any of these cotrntries but there
is in individual cases capital participation by the state.
9. The situation is somewhat different in france and Italy: in
France half of the existing capacity is owned by muttinational companies
with headquarters ersewhere and the other half by state-controrled
national companies. rn rtaly one state-owned company accounts for
about L8/" of capacity, multinationals with headquarters outside ltaly
about 29% and the remainder is owned by other comtrnnies.
IV. The Dresent situation with reqard to supplies of crude oil and petroleum
produc t s
r0. As can be seen from Annex vr, (sourees of crude oil supply 1973-L97s\,
the Middre East region, particurarry saudi Arabia, forroured by rran, is
EuroPe's most important source of crude oil, other important suppliers being
Nigeria in West Africa, Libya and Algeria in North Africa, and Venezuela. In
1975 saudi Arabia was the most important supprier of Belgium, France, Germany
Italy and the united Kingdom, while Iran supplied most of the crude oil for
Denmark and the Netherlands. Kuwait was rrerand,s main eupprler.
1
- When a refining plant is designed it has a 'theoretical' or 'design' capacity.When it goes into operation the owner finds out just what it will do by testruns. The 'strategic' capacity thus discovered may turn out to be 95 to ].2C.?6of 'theoretical' or 'design' capacity. Most ovrners never reveal thie figure.At a later date a plant, may be 'debottlenecked' to increase capacity, wilhoutevet releasing this figure. tn addition, all plants have to be ehut dor.rn atintervals for 4 to 5 weeks; in addition breakhovrns, fires, etc. can ecur.Therefore 'effective' capacity in the community is probably 90% of,strategic,
capac ity
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1I. As far as petroleum products are concerned, the sit.uation is quite
different.. The biggest supplier of petroleum products is the USSR while,
in 1975, Saudi Arabia processed only 1% and Iran L.8% of the petroleum
products imported into the Community. For fuller details of imports
of petroleum products, broken down by source, see Annex VII (Petroleum
Products 
- 
Imports into the Community). It should also be noted that,
while imports of crude oil anpunted to 477.2 million tonnes in 1975,
imports of petroleurn products came to only 39.3 million tonnes in that
year. This is evidence of the imlrcrtance of the Community's oil refining
and processing irdustry, and of the growth in refining away from sources
of oil production that has taken place since the Second World War (see
Annex XII).
V. Possilcle future developments in the demand for crude oil and petroleu,m
Products
L2. A vital element in any assessment of refining policy must be the
development of demand for crude oil and petroleum products, considered
together with pressure from oil producing countries to process crude near
the sources of production. Annex Ix (Energy Prodcution, Consunption and
Imports for the EEC in L974, 1980 and 1985) ,gives estimates, as prelEred
by the OECD, of oil production, consumption and imports for 1980 and 1985,
and assumes a npdest increase in consumption from 10.6 m barrels,/day
tn L974 to 11.0 mbarreLs/day in 1980 and 13.2 mbarreLs/day in 1985.
Such estimates can be taken as no more than approximations. As well as
this, consideration must be given to the break-down of dema4{-bl{__
products 
- 
gasolines, petro-chemical feedstocke, jet ftrele and kerocenes,
gasoils (diesel oil ard domestic heating oils),heavy fuel oils, etc.
13. As far as overall supplies are concerned the position is even more
uncertain. This rvould be affected by, for example, the availability and
cost of oil supplies, the structure of demand as modified by conservation
measures, the success, or lack of success, in the development of
alternative sources of energy and the general prosperity of the Community
economy in the future. The OECD, in its 'World Energy Outlook' has
estimated that, by 1985, total OPEC oil production could be around
39.3 million barreLs/day, while EEC oil production (mainly North Sea)
would amount to some 3.3 millian barrels/day. Estimates of exports
of crude oil and petroleum products from Eastern Europe and Chj.na are
much more hypothetical. while it is generally held that china will
not become a major exporter of energy, the soviet union, which already
supplics irbottt a Lhjrd of the Community's present imports of petroleum
products, could affect the supply situation.
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L4. within the next ten years it is almost certain that Community
refiners will be affected by the large number of export refineries planned
in oil producing countries, particularly in the laiddle East and North
Africa. At present2 capacity in those two regions is about 160 m tonnes,/year.
For the future, estimates of from 260 to 373 m tonnes/year, and poseibly
up to 7,095,500 barrels per day - (See Annex XIX) have been put forwerd
by oil producing states; current estimates, though more moderate, are
stilt considerable. Up to now, imports of oil products by the Community
have not been sufficient in volume to cause serious problems for Community
refineries. Although the domestic requirements of producer countriee
are growing and imports by the USA and Japan may rise, nevertheless it
seems likely that increa, ing quantities of product e:<ports will be directed
towards the Conununity market. Thus the Community's oil industry will
have to cope with intense competition from producer countries. The
Community has traditionally been a net e)q)orter of petroleum products.
This situation has changed somewhat, and in 1976 the Community became a
net importer by some 6 million tonnes, or around L% of its internal
requirements.
15. This trend could reasonably continue in the future, and the Community
must be aware of its dependence on imports of crude oil from the !,tiddle
East and North Africa, while the producer countries, before investing
heavily in refineries, will no doubt study the real possibilities offered
by the Community market.
VI. The lonq distance transport bv sea of crude oil
16. By far the
sea and control
entails control
greater part of
of large sectors
of supplies for
crude oil is at present transported by
of the tanker fleet thus automatically
the oil-importJ.ng countries.
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L7. At the end of 1975 the tanker and combination-carrier fleet
throughout the world comprised 4,O92 ships of 10,000 tons dead-weight
over. The oil comlnnies owned 24% of the fleet (calculated in tons
deadweight) and independent orrners 57%. 1[he rest were , state-ovrned.
18. In 1975 and 1976 these ships sailed under the follcrring flags:
Tankers and combination carriers 
- Breakdor^,Tl bv flaq
Million tons deadweight L97 6 %% 1975
Liberia
Japan
Norvray
United Kingdom
Greece
France
United States
Italy
Panatna
ussR
Other countries
115.9
38.4
36.8
36.2
t 9.7
15.9
11.9
LL.7
11.7
5.9
58.8
103. 4
37.7
33.2
38. 2
18.3
L4.2
r1.0
10.7
10.8
5.2
58. I
31
10
10
IO
5
4
3
3
3
2
I9
30
1L
10
1I
6
4
3
3
3
2
L7
Total world 373.9 100 340.8 100
19. This breakdown does not at present give rise to major concern on the
Part of the.llember States about their dependence on politically unstable
areas for transport. ft is, horrrever, important to realise the danger of
becoming dependent on such areas for transport and, if necessary, to take
measrures to prevent it.
20. This situation varies aceording to whether it is the oil-lxoducing
countries or other third coqntries that provide ttre transport: the provision
by the oil-producing countries of additional transport to carry thdir orrn
products will scarcely reduce security of supplies since consuuer countriee
are already wtrolly dependent on them. on the other hand it could be
dangerous to become too dependent on those eountries for transport in the
context of competition in the field of transtrrcrt prices.
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2L. Any major dependence for transport
third countries other than oil-exporting
further uncertainty about the @mmunity's
therefore, be quite unacceptable from the
on politically unstable
countries would lead to
oil supplies and would,
security angle.
vIr.
22. As can be seen from Annex rI (Refinery Capacity and its geographical
distribution in the European Ciimmunities 1975) and Annex v (OiI refineries 
-
capacity, throughput and utilizatian L974-76) rtary, with 220.7 m tonnes
in 1976' hae the highest refinery capacity in the Community, followed by
France, Germany and the United Kingdom. In 1976, however, Italy did noL
have the greatest vorume throughput, France handling rrg.2 m tonnes(capacity 169.5 m tonnes) as opposed to Italy's 104.o m tonnes throughput.
capacity utilisation in 1975 varied from 73% for Denmark, 7l% for rrerand
and 7o% for France, to 47% for rtaIy. capacity utilisation for other
Member States r^ras as fotlows: Belgium and Germany (Federal Republic)
67%, UniLed Kingdom 66%, the Netherlands 62%. For ttE Community as a
whore the average rate of capacity utilisation for L976 was 62%. Thus
whire the situation is unsatisfactory throughout the community, it is
most critical in ftaly where less than half the total available capacity
was used. It should, however, be noted that, for the Community as
a whore, the 1976 utirisation figures showed a slight improvement on
the figures for: L975, when only 39% of capacity wae used.
23. rn 1976 total consumption of refined petroleum products in the
Conununity was 468 million tonsl. This is a considerable drop from Lg73,
when 555 million tons were consumed2. The pattern of consumption also chan-
ged: the eonsumption of motor spirit increased from 13% of the total in 1973 to
L5% in L976, in absorute figures the change being frqrr 72m tonres to 75m tonnes.
For naphtlaholever, which is used on a rarge scale as a raw materiar'.in the petro-
. chemical industry, there wab a considerable drop in absolute figures from
4I million tons in 1973 to 28 million tons in L976, the percentage drop
in total consumption being from 7.4 to 5.98. consumption of middle
distillates, chiefly kerosene and light gas oil, also dropped in absolute
figures but increased slightry as a percentage of total consumption.
Finally, there was a sharp drop in the consumption of residual fuel oil,
from 2OL million tons in 1973 to 145 million tons in 1976. Consumption
of 'other products' such as rubricating oiIs, Iubr:icating grease and
bitumerr also dropJ:ed sharply from 45 million tons in 1973 to 25 million
Lr>ns in l'1fr .
I sour"": Eurostat2 Sorr.", Commiegion of the European Cornmunitiee
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24. The following table shows the consumption of
tons and aE a percentage of total consumption in
and 1975. Annex IV shows graphically how overall
between individual Member States in 1975'
refinerY Products in
the CommunitY in 1973
conaumption was divided
L973 L975
PetroI
Naphtha
72
4l
13. 0
7.4
72
31
L5.'2
6.4
Totat petrol
Middle distillates
Residual fuel oil
Other products
II3
195
20L
45
20.4
3s. 3
36.2
8.I
103
L74
163
33
2L.6
36.8
34.4
7.2
Total refinery Products 555 100. 0 473 100.0
25. .The main reason for this trend in consumption is the general economic
recession and oil price increases which led to attemPts to I'imit the
consumption of petroleum products by means of energy-saving measures and
by switching to substitutes such as coal. This trend has also been
encouraged in several countries by legislation aimed at a general
reduction in energy consumption and a shift away from oil-based forms
of energy. Many Meniber states for instance have encouraged the use of
coal rather than residual fuel oil in power plants and this is
presumably one of the main reasons for the sharp drop in consumption of the
Iatter product.
VIII.
26. It has been estimated that, by 1980, the total theoretical refinery
capacity requirement for the European Economic community would amount
to some 695 m tonnes. sUCh a figure, however, is only an estj-mate' and
must be subject to such variables as the development of the European
and wOrId ecOnomies, the success of energy-conservatiOn meaSures, internal
pro<IucL demand, advances in rcsearch into alternative sources of energy
and devclopments in such fields as heating, power production and
transport. Neverthel-ess estimates must be made if refinery capacity is
to be planned for the future. Hol^rever, the other major variable,
pressure from producing countries to refine at source, is even more
difficult to assess. This problem has already been mentioned, and
some figures given, in paragraph No. 14'
in the Communitv
-L4-
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,4,
. 27. How the economy will develop in the coming years is one of thet''
' major unknowns when attempting to estimate future demand for refinery
products. Most estimates therefore presuppose a certain economic growt,h
while treating with reserve the validity of this supposition.
28- Even if the presumed economic arowth on vitrich estimated demand for
refined products is based proves correct, it is far from sure that demand
wiIl develop as expeeted. Admittedly, developments in totat energrl,
consumption based on a sPecific economic arowth rate can be foreseen
with some certainty, but the pattern of consumption, especially of
refinery products, depends on a variety of other factors whose
deveropment is today subject to considerabre uncertainty.
29. The main factor of uncertainty regarding the future pattern of
energy consumption, including consumption of refinery products, is the
use of nuclear po\^rer. Recent discussions on the future role of this
form of energy has created considerable planning difficulties for those
branches of trade and industry in the community directly or indirectly
involved with energy production. The uncertainty about nuclear pohrer
also affects the uncertainty about the use of coal and natural gas,
which may be expected to ptay a more imtrrcrtant role if Member States
reduce their nuclear power prograrnmes.
30. Mention shoutd also be made of the unreliability of crude oil
supplies and prices, which greatly affect the demand for refinery products.
31. Other r.'mportant factors are Community and national legislation.
Energy saving provisions can severely limit demand for motor fuel and
energy for domestic heating or industrial purposes, as can any change
in the taxation of energy or in the official price of energy (gas and
electricity) 
.
32. New environmental provisions (lead content of petror,
of fuel oil) can also affect demand for refinery products,
affecting the price of the product but also by changing its
structure t,o some extent.
sulphur content
not just by
product
33. Lastry, there are the difficulties in forecasting the effect of
technological deveropments on the vorume and type of energy and raw
materials consumed. Admittedlyr w€ are arready familiar with the
basic technology that could influence energy production, and consumption
in the next Lo to 15 years, but there is great uncertainty about the
extent to which the different b::anches of technology wirr in fact be
appried. An exampre of the difficurty of foreseeing the developrnent
of familiar techniques is the dieser engine which, after being used
for decades solery in heavy transport vehicles, is now expected to be
used to a much greater extent in an improved form in private cars in
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the 8Os. If this theory proves eorrect it could lead to major changes in
the relationship bctween the production structure of refineries and the
atructure of demand.
34. These factors of uncertainty makc it very difficult to form any
precise estimates of demand for refinery products for more than three
or four years in the future. Estimates for from five to ten years
in the future must be treated with great reserve, having regard to
possible deviations from the general development trend on which they
are based. ff longer-term estimates are to have any value as a basis
for decisions, they must be confined to the upper and lower limits of
possible developments and the situations in which they might occur.
35. Since longer-term estimates are acknowledged to be very unreliable,
an attempt has merely been made to forecast the demand trends for refinery
products up to 1985. The following estimate of demand for refined
petroleum products in the period 1975-85 has been drawn up by the
Commission of the European Communities on the basis of information
availabte in 1976. Your rapporteur has not been Ln a position to confirn
these forecasts.
Expected trend in demand for refined petroleum products in the
Community in the period 1975 - 85
(million tons)
(Domestic consumption + reserves)
L975 1980 % 1985
7s/8s
percentage
increase
PetroI
Naphtha
72 L5.2
31 6.4
84 L5.2
s3 9.6
93
67
I5. s
1L. 2
+30
+ 117
Total petrol
Middle distillates
Residual fuel oi}
Other products
103 2L.6
L74 36.8
163 34.4
33 7.2
L37 24.8
I95 3s.3
r85 33.4
36 6.5
160
206
193
40
26.7
34.3
32.2
6.8
+57
+18
+18
+L7
Total refined
products ss3 100.0 100.0 +27473 100. O
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36. The forecast is based on the expectation that the gross national
product of the Member states wirr increase by an average of 4.3% in the
period 1976-1980 and by 4.2% in the period IgBt-1995. For the
individuar l,lember states the expected increase in t,he gross national
product is as follows:
1976-80
1981-8s
B F D DK I IRL L NL UK
4.2%
3.3%
s.7%
s.2%
4.O%
4.O%
3.8%
3.sA
4.O%
4.s%
4.V/"
s.5%
3.O%
3.0%
4.2%
3.s%
3.O%
3.0%
37. It is assumed that petrol consumption will increase by 30% since
there is not expected to be any appreciable increase in the nqmber of
dieeel-powered cars. For the same reasons it is assumed that consumption
of middle distillates (including diesel fuel) will increase by only L8%.
These two figures obviously depend on the accuracy of the assumed increaee
in the number of diesel-Powered cars. Consumption of naphtha, an important
raw material in the petro-chemical industry, is expected to increase by
LL7% (using 1975 as base year). It should be noted that, in 1976, naphtha
consumption amounted to only 28,182,000 tonnes. ft is assumed that very
littIe new petrochemical preessing capacity will be created by 1985 since
much of the present Petrehemical capacity is already unused. Holever, a
f igure of 7% grorrth in demand per annum has been suggested arso. r,he
poeition is thus uncertain. If major new preessing capacity ie created, the
estimated naphtha demand will probably prove wrong, since new plants will
as a rule be equipped to use gas oiI and fluid natural gas derivatives
as rah, material.
38. P.s regards residual fuer oil, the increase in consumption in the
'period 1975-85 is estimated at 17%. rn view of the efforts currentry
'b"irrg made by the Community and several Member States to reduce
'consumption of residuar fuer oil in favour of coar, the estimate is
scarcely too low. It is more likely that incentives to use coal instead
of fuel oil in the future wiII result in the consumption of residual fuel
oil remaining stable or even falting.
IX. Ttre situation with reqard to refininq in areas other than lhe European
Economic Communitv
39. It is necessary, at this stage, to
In !{estern Europe outside the Community,
stood at scme 181 million tonnes, while
to about I44 m tonnes, giving eome 37 m
same time Japan's capacity came to sqne
to 264 m tonnes, a reasonable balance.
consider world refining capacity.
theoretical capacity in 1975
refining capacity requirements came
tonnes surplus capaciQr. At the
267 m tonnes and requirementa
Ttre same was true for Canada,
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with refinery requirernents of 98 m tonnes and capacity of 100 m tonnes.
In the United States the situation was reversed, with theoretical requirements
amounting to about 905 m tonnes and capacity totalling only some 748 m
tonnes, a refinery capacity deficit of some I57 m tonnes. In 1975 the
Midd1e East and Africa both had surplus refining capacity, the figrures
being 57 m tonnes for the lliddte East (capacity 146 m tonnes, theoretital
capacity requirements 89 m tonnes) and 5 m tonnes for Africa (calncity
66 m tonnes, requirements 6l m tonnes, a reasonable balance). For the
communist, world as a whole, a small surplus capacity, some 40 m tonnes,
is believed to exist. Taking the whole world, it is calculated that,
in-1975, refining capacity came to about 3,6L4 m tonnes and theoretical
refining capacity requirements to about 3,051 m tonnes, giving some
553 m tonnes of surplus capacity.
40. Future estimates are much more problematic. Some sources have
estimated that the Community might require refining calncity of some 695 m
tonnes by 1980. By that time, unless measures are taken to reduce catrncity,
the Cmrunity'a refinLng capacity could amount to between 855 and g8O n tdrnes,
giving a surP1us of 160-185 m tonnes. It has aIEo been eetinated that the
Middle East region might, by that time, have theoretical capacity
reguirements amounting to 128 m tonnes, and refining capacity of eome
200 m tonnes, giving that region a surplus capacity of some 72 m tonnea.
By the same calculations it has been estimated that by 1980 the
Eon-Corununist world could have a refinery capacity surplus of some
389 n tonnes (capacity 3,434 m tonnes, theoretical capacity required
3,045 m tonnes) even though the United States would continue to have a
deficit of refining capacity.
x.- Bagic retruiremente for a cdrnunitv oil supplv and preessinq poLi.cv
4Li Any Comnunity oil supply and processing policy would have to take
account not only of estimated Conununity requirements, but also of the
availability of crude oil at economically viable prices. Such coneiderations
must form part of the Community's overall international trade policy,
as oil and petroleum products cannot be regarded in isolation, and must form
pa.rt of flobal trade agreements with producer countries. The interdependence
of developing oil-producers and technologically advanced oil consuners
provides a basis on which progress can be made. This in turn impinges ulpn
overseas aid and cooperation policies and consider technological
development schemes.
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42. The security of oil supplies, in both the physical and economic
aspects of the term 'security', must also be taken into account when ;
oiI supply and processing policy is being formulated. Europe will,
inevitably, be dependent on third countries for the overlrrhelming bulk
of its crude oil requirements, and any interference with this supply
could have a crippling effect on European economics. Alrareneaa of this
fact should be one of the most pressing arguments in favour of a Corununity
policy for oil and petroleum product imports, as a common policy would
strengthen the CommunitY's hand when dealing with third countries.
43. Refining and processing policy must also take account of decisions (
taken outside the European Community, particularly by producer countries,
by the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and, because
of its possible effects on the world energy market, by the International
Energry Agency. The Community can have no voice, and only very indirect
influence, on decisions made by oil producers and OPEC. This contributes
to the variables to be considered when formulating refining trnlicy. '
i
44. There is considerable demand, from consumers and pr'rblic opinion' for
greater transparency of costs and prices in the distribution of Petroleum
products.Thisispartlyareactiontotheprrblicimageofthemultinational
oil companies, and, more particularly, because of accusations of price
fixing in several member states and in the united states' The communityr
and most Dlember State governments have considerable experience of workin!
closely with the major oil companies, and a certain degree of mutual trusts and
e,anfidence, however, does not. exclude a measure of'control. Ittough the oil
companies provide, via the governments of the Ivlember States, ir6rmation
relating to the volume of imports of crude oil and petroleum products,
the volume of e><ports to third countries, and certain figures concerning
import prices and consumer prices, the Conrnission has not been able to devise
a system that r,ould enable it to obtain all relevant information. The
Committee on Energy and Research, in the report by l,lr Ellis (Doc. 419/751
criticised some aspects of the Commission's proposal for monitoring prices,
particularly those aspects that !,Ir Ellis referred to as 'mechanistic
price reporting'. It norr appears that the Commiseion's propoeale
were noL ccmpletely succeEEful, and have recently been modifled.
Thus, at present, true price transparensy has not been achieved in the oil
and refined products market, despite the wishes expressed by the European
Parliament in the resolutionl contained in Mr Ell-is' report. The European
Parliament, in the same resolution, caIled for ongoing information of short
periodicity, and flexible data presentation in this sector. This r
presuPPoses an effective Community mechanism for collecting price information.
Some valuable rcrk in this field has been carried out by the statistical
office of the European Communities, and other information has been received
-
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via Memlcer State gJovernments, as a result of Council regulations. Ttris
is not the place to go into details on the techniques through which
price transparency ean be achieved. Nevertheless the need for greater
information in this field is evident, and the further development
of the energry section of the Statistical Office would constitute an
important step forward.
45. The social effccts of any aspect of industrial policy are conEiderable,
and as far as refining policy ie considered' aspects of regional
deveJ-opment complicate the situation. vlhile not by any means labour
intensive in thernselves, the construction of oil refineries can provide
considerable short-term employment in the building sector, and in
parts of Europe refineries have been set up with the intention of forming
the nuclei of regional industrial centres. Such refineries, away from
the major industrial centres and the most important parts, have
frequently been the hardest hit.by the recession, and in many cases
it is these refineries in which under-utilisation of capacity is most
pronounced. For this reason Trade Unions, rePresentatives of the
technical staff, and all other interested bodies should be coneulted
before a refinery would be taken out of production or any major
reorganisation of the industry would be undertaken'
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interested partfes can be aware of the price
and particularly final price transparency so
sure that published scale prices are evenly
XI. .Conclus'ions
46. The problems facing the Community's refining industry are Partly
internal in nature - surplus of distillation capaeity, need to adapt
refining structures to market requirements - and partly external as
pressure increases from thirrcl countries to seII petroleum products
on the Community market. As can be seen from Annex XVII (Corununity (
import regime for oil products) there is not yet in existence a
conrmon import r6gime for petroleum products, though Petroleum imports
are monitored by the Commission. At present, as far as oil is concerned,
the Corununity consists of nine autonomous lleniber States, each acting almost
independently. The need for a common trrc}icy is evident, as is the
need for equalising competition. Tax and financial incentives should
also be equalised throughout the Community, so that a rea'! corunon market
in oil and petroleurn products can be set up. The need for transparency
in aII aspects of the petroleum market is important, so that all
charged at every stage,
that purchasers can be
applied.
47. OiI supply must form a vital part of the Comnunity's external trading
policy, and other factors including aeeurity of supplies and the ,'tolume
of petroleum products imported into the Community muet Ue consi'aered. Such
policy is a Cornmunity matter, but the Community can only exercise its fuII
rights on the international scene when a European eonunon market in oil
and petroleum products, without distortion of competition, has been
created. Negotiation and dialognre with third countries supplying
oil and products could be undertaken, in some cases, through the Lom6
agreements. A more gIobal approach could be achieved if the Community were
to initiate an ongoing dialogue with producer states, preferably through
the Olgenrgltign of Petrole,U$ 
_ExI,o_ftt!g_ Cguntries
4A. The Community also has a role, even if only supervisory, in
investment poliey. while your rapporteur believes that inveatment lplicy
is primarily a matter for the companies concerned, the Conunission, as
guardian of the Treaties, must see that a real Cotnmon Market, vrith
equality of incentives at national level, is achieved.
49. Turning to the problem of overcapacity in the EuroPean refining
industry, your rapporteur believes that this is not just a cyclieal
imbalance, but is rather a structural problem which can only be solved
by far-reaching, Iong-term measures involving commercial policy, both
external and internal, and investment policy. In view of the Conrmunity's
market vulnerability to external Pressures in the oil industry, .,and
the probable evolution of the market for petroleum products, it is
unlikety that market demand wiLl, in the future, fit in with the current
ref inery capa.cit-y structure.
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50. It has been estimated by the Commission in its communication]
to the Council entitled 'Community approach to the Refining Problems
of the Community' of 17 lvlarch L977, that some 140 million tonnes,/year
of distillation plant, (i.e. about 16.5% of total existing capacity)
needs to be withdrawn from service. The Corunission maintains that this
objective would involve a standstill on new construction and exceptions
should only be made after consultation at Community leve1. Furthermore
marginal and/ot less efficient plants should be temporarily or, in some
cases finalty, taken out of senrice.
5I. In order to solve the problem of imbalance between refining structure
and demand structure, the Cornmission, in the same conrmunication,
(CO!,l(77) 71 final) estimates that the construction of additional conversion
capacity, ranging between 8 and 12 million tonnes,/year of gasoline output,
wiII be necessary, at an estimated investment cost of about 2 to 3 billion
U.S. dollars at 1976 prices. Your rapporteur, after careful examination
of this problem, agrees with the Commission's conclusions.
52. The problem of pressure from Third Countries to export Petroleum
products to the Conununity would require a policy, based on information
and cooperation between all parties concerned, that would
establish indicative medium-term forecasts of imports;
set up a system for information and consultation within the
Community;
organise consultations with third countries concerned on the
problems relating to the trade in refined products (in the case
of third countries with which the Community has agreements,
these consultations should take place within the framework of
the institutional apparatus laid down in these agreements) i
if necessary, apply commercial policy measures.
53. Your rapporteur believes that, within the Conununity framework in
general, with a free conunon market, cost transParency and a Community
policy on imports, the problems facing the refining industry can best be
met by the industry itsetf. l,leanwhile the Community authorities and the
Member State.grovernments can help by creating the best possible
administrative, fiscal and social environment for the industry's
internal regulation, which should include the withdrawal of some
140 m tonnes,/year of distillation plant from service and the modification
of the product structure to produce a higher proportion of lighter
products, particularly gasoline and naphtha, by 1985. This could be
achievcd by an increase in the protrrcrtion of light crude oils processed,
a further expansion of eonversion capacity and, where trrcssib1e, the
extrDrt of heavy fuel oils.
rcou(zz) 7r final
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54' Your rapporteur believes that intervention, by either governments or
comrnunity authorities, in the refining industry must, be practised only
where absorutely necestsary, though intervention cannot be excluded totarly.
The community, and lrlember state governments, can help create the best
possible environment for the industry,s adjustments, and should also, when
companies are obliged to incur major e:ipenses as a resrult of Community or
goverrunent decisions, Provide at least a proportion of the sums required,
in the form of repayabre loans rather than grants. rntervention by the
Community might also be necessary in the future in order to maintain
EuroPean refining capacity should it, become advantageous for oil companies
to move their refining operations for the European market out of Europe.
one of the major problems raised by any form of intervention in its
efficiency, and its possible effect on the comrnunity as a whole. At present
the Community does not have either the legal means, or the necessary povrers,
to intervene directly, while intervention by Member states could digtort
competition, send investment to other countries and hinder the growth of a
common rnarket in this sector. I'or this reason, where intervention has to be
envisagedrthe commission, despite its present weaknesses, wourd be more
acceptable to your raPPorteur than would the governments of the Member
States.
55' A11 of these actions should give impetus to the formation of a strong
trade association covering the industry. As it would have worldwide
repercussions, and in view of the importance of the United States in the
international oil market, both as the major consumer and as the home of .
give of the major oil companies and several smaller companies, the American
section of the oil industry must be actively involved in the work of this
trade aasociation. This trade association, similar to associations existing
in other industrial sectors, notably textires, and in the agriculturar sector,
would represent the point of view of the refining industry to the Conmunity
authorities and could be consulted by the Commission when requj.red. Such a
body could play a useful role in any conaultation procedure, along with
trade union representatives, representatives of the technicians and other
interested bodies. only by "transparent" active collective participation
can coordination be established at industrial Ievel, so that the industry,
in the context of a common market in oil and petroleum products, can modify its
structure to meet the needs of the market in the l9g0s.
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ANNEX I
PRINCIPAL l,tOVElitENTS OF CRUDE OIL AND PRODUCTS BETWEEN ZONES, 1976 (million barrels a dav)
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ANNEX II
REFINERY CAPACITY AND ITS GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
IN THE EUROPEAN COMIII,'NITIES, 1975
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PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL AIID GROSS INLAND
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ANNEX IV
CONSU!4PTION OF PETROLET'Ii{
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OIL REFINERTES ANNEX V
capacity, throughput (mill. t. ) and utilization (%)
L974-76
EUR-9
Federal Republic of
Germany France Italy Netherlands
""p.* thr.p. util. cEp.'x thr.p. util. "ap.* thr.p. util. cap.* thr.p. util. ""p.* thr.p. util
L974
1975
L976
795.2 573.2 72 %
838.7 490.5 59 %
855.7 s28.O 62 %
L45.6 tO9.O 75 %
148.8 94.2 63 %
153.9 103.0 67 %
153.9 128.1 83 %
L69.4 109.3 64 %
169.5 118.2 70 %
t97.6 119.8 6L %
207.5 97.7 47 %
220.7 104.0 47 %
99.r 64.6 55 %
103. 1 57 .O 55 %
ro2. r 63.5 62 %
I
N
co
I
* As at I January
Source: Eurostat
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s]tl+c
Belgium Luxembourg United Kingdom Ireland Denmark
"ap.* thr.p. util. cap.x thr.p. util. ""p.* thr.p. util. "ap.* thr.p. util. cap.* thr.p. util
L974
L975
L976
43.1 30.3 70 %
46.6 29.3 63 %
4A.7 32.4 67 %
L42.O 109.4
I49.3 92.3
L47.L 96.9
77%
62%
66%
3.O 2.7 90 %
3.O 2.5 83 %
2.8 2.O 7L %
11.o 9.3 85 %
11.O 8.1 74 %
1I.O 8.O 73 %
SOURCES OF CRT'DE OIL SUPPLY
1973-1975
(million tonnes)
ANIIEX VI
Country of origin EUR-9 Republic ofGermany France Italy Netherlands
L973 L974 L975 1973 L974 L975 1973 t974 1975 1973 L974 1975 L973 L974 1975
Eastern Europe
etgeria
Libya
Nigeria
Iraq
Iran
Saudi Arabia
Kuwait
Qatar
Abu Dhabi
I|!trscat-qnan
Venezuela ;
AIl third countries
13 .9 7 .6 10.1
31.9 22.5 22.A
76.2 55. 5 34 .2
44.7 48.9 34.9
44.2 38.7 43 .4
87.7 LO2.O A7.6
159.O L64.7 L29.5
72.3 49.O 34.8
L6.7 L2 -9 10.I
24.5 25-7 25.7
4.L 3.8 4.5
10.7 8.8 7.A
610.O 572.2 477.2
2.4 3.1
13 .6 9.7
2s,.7 L6.7
10.2 11.5
1.6 3 .6
14.1 L3 .4
25.3 25.2
.-4.3 - 4.3
o.7 1. I
5.3 6.4
- o.o
3.4
LO.2
L4.9
10.1
L.4
L4.2
18.8
2.7
1.3
u_,
2.3 2.4 2.3
111.2 103.3 91.O
3 .4 0.2 L.2
1I.1 8.9 5.9
6.5 3.7 2.2
L2.6 10.5 8.7
18.7 16.8 12.O
10.8 8.6 13.3
30.2 4L.4 33.5
15.5 L2.4 6.7
3 .4 3.5 2.4
13.8 13.1 10.5
2.L 1.9 L.2
I.8 1. 5 0.8
L34.9 130.7 106.1
7.L 4.O 3.4
3.9 2.5 3.8
25 .3 23 .8 13 .O
o.2 3 .2 0.3
L9.7 13.4 23.O
L6.7 I5. O L2 .9
35.4 40.6 26.2
11.3 6.5 3.7
2.2 2.8 1.3
2.4 0.9 0.7
- 1.O
1.3 0.5 0.6
128.6 L2U.2 95.9
- o.o o.5
0.6 0.2 0. 5
2.O O.4 0.4
11.5 13.9 7.5
o.7 0. 5 1.9
L3 .7 39 .7 17. 5
19.9 5.9 L2.6
Lz.A 1.8 5.4
5.5 0.2 1.o
2.6 0.9 5.7
o.7
o.3 0.3 0.3
71.3 63.9 s4.2
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ANIIEX VI
SOI'RCES OA CRUDE QIL SUPPLY
19 73-197 s
(million tonnes)
country of origin Belgium Luxembourg United Kingdom Ireland Denmark
1973 L974 L97s L973 L914 L975 1973 L974 L975 L973 L974 L975 1973 L974 L97a
Eastern E\rrope
Algeria
Libya
Nigeria
Iraq
Iran
Saudi Arabia
Kuwait
Qatar
Abu Dhabi
Ittrscat-Ornan
Venezuela
AIl third countries
o.5 0.1 0.3
o.3 0.5 0.9
4 .3 1.6 0.6
o.9 I .1 L.2
o.8 0.4 1.6
7.2 4.7 5.4
Is.9 15.8 L2.7
5.O 3.9 2.9
o.4 0.4 0.1
o.4 0.3 0.9
o.o
1.O O.3 0.4
37.4 30.4 29.3
o.2 0.2 0.9
2.2 0.5 r.5
L2-2 9.O 3.O
a.2 8.1 6.1
2.A 3.8 3.1
2L.4 1s.5 2U^.6
28. O 33 .4 23 .3
2L.7 rti.7 11-a
4.2 4.6 3.9
- 
4-O 2.5
o.7 0.3 2.8
4.o 3.4 3.5
114.3 111.5 90.4
o.1
o.9 0.7 0.7
o.8 I.2 0.7
o.7 0.7 0.9
2.6 2.7 2.4
o.4
o.2 0.3
o.1 0.3 0.1
1. O O.7 0.9
- o.3 0.2
2.8 4.4 3.O
3.6 1.1 L.7
1.1 0.8 0.6
o.I o.4 0.1
- 
o.2 0.1
o.7 0.5 0.5
- 
o.3 -
9.8 9.4 7 .9
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ANNEX VII
PETROL,EI,I.! PRODUCTS
IMPORTS INTO THE COMIT{T,NITY
The countries sholen in this sumnary table are only those which have been the
source of at leaEt O.5 mitlion tonnes in any of the years 1973 to L976.
Provisional. 1976 data incomplete, trnrtial1y estimated; subject to amendment.
L973 L974 L975 Lg76 2
million
tonnes %
million
tonnes %
million
tonnes %
million
tonneg %
Canada
USA
Greece
Norway
Strnin
Sweden
,rapan
Venezuela
Netherlands Antilles
USSR
Rurnania
Algeria
Libya
Kuwait
Saudl Arabia
Iran
Egypt
Total
Other non-specified
Total imports third-party countries
Tota1 imports Inter
EEC
o
3.6 l2.o
1.9 6.3
o.7 2.3
1.8 6.0
o.7 2.3
o
L.4 4.7
o.5 t.7
9.4 31.3
1. 1 3.7
o.7 2.3
o.2 0.6
o.5 2.o
o.5 L.7
o.3 1.o
o.4 1.3
23.6 79.3
6.4 2o.7
30.o 100.0
75.6
o.7 2.O
3.5 IO. 1
1.3 3.9
o.3 0.9
1.1 3.2
o.7 2.o
o
L.7 4.9
o.3 0.9
11.1 32.L
1.9 5.5
o.4 L.2
o.2 0.6
o.8 2.3
1.o 2.9
o.8 2.3
o.4 L.2
26.0 75.7
8.5 24.3
34.6
65.2
o.8 2.o
3.1 7.9
2.4 5.1
1.o 2.5
1.o 2.5
L.2 3. I
0.6 l_. 5
L.7 4.3
1.5 3.8
13.O 33.1
1.5 3.8
o.5 1.5
o.4 1.o
1.o 2.5
o.4 1.o
o.7 1.8
o.7 1.9
31.5 80.4
7.7 lg.6
39.3 100.o
60.9
o.l o.2
2.7 6.5
o.4 1.o
o.9 2.2
o.8 1.9
1.6 3.9
o
2.7 6.6
o.3 0.7
L4.2 34.5
o.5 L.2
o.5 L.2
o.5 L.2
I.5 3.6
0.6 1.5
o.3 0.7
27.6 67.O
13.5 33.o
4L.? 1oo.o
64.6
Source: SOEC estimates
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PETROIJUI.T PRODUCTS
Structure of Production
EI'R-9
r000t
AI{NEX VIII
1960 1963 1955 L967 1968 1969 1970 1971 L972 L973 L974 1975 960 1975%
I
tJN
I
RefinerY gas
Lique fied
petroleum gas
llotor spirit
Petroleum andjet fuels
Naphthas
GadlDiesel oil
Residual firel
oil
White and
industrial
spirit
Lubricante
Bitumen
Petroleum coke
Other products
All finished
products
492
2849
27 730
a 472
I 149
39 084
62 r13
2 557
5 041
L79
I 833
L52 667
L 444
4 69L
35 776
LO 474
5 248
60 937
87 519
a74
2 A6A
7 500
22L
1 178
218 830
2 338
6 2L9
42 949
11 980
10 182
83
119
103
2 885
a 974
64 462
21 909
27 05L
60 143
98 793
5 353
14 384
4L2
3 444
2 307
9 744
70 2L3
2 472
I0 787
75 527
2 66L
LO 424
73 472
2 LO9
9 633
73 601 r6.11
4.44
3. 56
32.42
35. s8
0.25
24 327
29 A2]-
70 832
07 565
t 26I
5 004
L4 742
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5 519
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L62
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2.95
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L27
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3 538
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3 247
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A11 products L975
L976
Naptha
LPG
L975
L976
L975
L976
Gasoline(motor spirit) 19?5
L976
KerosEne 1975
,jet fuels) L976
Fuel Oil L975
Residual Lg76
Gas,/DieseI 1975
oil Lg76
t{ot 1975
specified Lg
Total
EUR 9
( 'ooor)
Product
expressed
as%of
alI
products
Federal
Rep. of
Germany
France rtaly Belgium Nether
lands
Luxem
bourg
United
Kingdom
Ire land Denmark
Proportio of EUR 9 total imlnrted into ea h country
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13%
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AIINEX IX
ENERGY PRODUCTION, CONSI'MPPION A![D III{PORTS FOR TIIE EEC
in 1974, 1980 and 1985
OiI (million barrels per daY)
Production
Consumption
Net Imports
Natural Gas (billion cubic metres per year)
Production
Consumption
Net Importg
CoaI (rnillion metric tons)
Productionl' 2
Consumption
Net Imports
L974 1980 1985
0.3 2.5 3.3
10.6 11.0 L3.2
r1.3 9.4 10.8
155.0 L94.2 189.9
150.2 242.3 287.4
5.8 48.1 97.5
385.9 370.1 372.6
4L9.4 426.s 430.7
33. 5 56.4 58.1
Nuclear Power (terawatt-hourg per year) 34.0 246.0 525.0
Hydro and Geothermal Power
(teratratt-hours per year) L2O.2 139.0 145.0
Total Electricity (terawatt-hours per
year) 1,050.0 I,343.0 1,826.0
Total Energ:f Requirements (littoe per
year) 927.9 1,067.6 I,276.3
llncludes some non-coal solide for Ireland and Italy
2Excludes stock increases for the IIK in 1980 and 1985
source: oECD World Energy outlook
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(The table
industry as well
CAPITAL IN\IESTI,iENTS OF THE WORLD
PETROLEUITI INDUSTRY 1968 
- 
1974
indicates, in millions dollars, the capital and exploration expenditures of
as the main data for different countries or regions).
ANNEX X
the world petroleum
mi11. dollars 1968 I970 L972 L97 3 L974
WORLD
Crude oil and natural gas
Natural Gas Liquid Plants
Pipe Lines
Tankers
Re fineries
Chemical Plants
ttarketing
Other
Total Capital Expenditure
Geological expenditure and lease rentals
COITIBINED
6,875
585
1, 080
1, 550
2,95O
1 ,480
2,665
615
17, 900
1, 330
L9,230
6,550
580
850
2,575
4, 000
L,525
3,22O
725
20,L25
L,34O
2L,465
9,590
s15
L,23O
3,775
4,955
1, 350
2,8.25
710
24,95O
1, 540
26,49O
J_2,4L5
510
L,23O
6, 550
4,865
1, I75
2,48O
770
29,995
1, 7OO
31, 695
L8,7 65
770
2,460
8,900
7 ,720
1,995
2,215
875
43,7OO
2,L95
45,885
I
t,
Ul
I
UNITED STATES
of which: crude & natural gas
pipe I ines
re fineries
CATiIADA
of which: crude & gas
re fineries
VENEZUEI"A
of which: crude & gas
OTHER WESTERN ITE}II.SPTIERE
of which: crude & gas
refineries
WESTERN EUROPE
of which: crude & gas
pipelines
refineries
. 
chemical plants
marketing
9, 065
4 ,675
425
800
L,2OO
500
14s
255
L75
1, 300
350
275
2,750
250
175
900
350
a2s
8, 890
4,110
450
L, o75
L,475
650
240
315
205
L,245
360
400
3,350
300
75
1, 05o
725
900
9,79O
5,74O
300
900
L,675
850
325
220
I50
L,475
550
475
4,575
650
400
1,5O0
800
a2s
11,490
7,29O
450
1, 050
L,925
1, ooo
290
245
200
l, 510
575
550
5, OOO
I,3OO
350
1,55O
600
800
17 ,755
LL,225
l,4oo
L,775
2,3OO
l, I5O
400
36s
290
2,685
925
L,o25
7,L45
2,375
47s
2,25O
850
750
E
rtj
'tr\o
o
u,
^,
},=35I
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ANNEX X
mill. dollars 1968 I970 L972 L973 L974
AFRICA
of which crude & gas
II{IDDLE EAST
of which: crude & gas
re fineries
FAR EAST
of which: crude & gas
re fineries
675
275
150
L,525
175
500
890
450
61s
275
140
2,2OO
300
975
1,190
500
L,o25
500
225
2,9OO
650
r, 3oo
1, 100
500
L,44O
850
300
2 ,635
700
950
l, 365
750
1,820
975
450
3, 750
l,075
l, 650
860
475
Source: Chase It{anhattan Bank
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ANNEX XI
World crude oil production.and proven reserveg'
fncluding the ComrnunisL Areas
OO0rs Million
Barrels OOO's MillionBarrcls
0.o-rl-r-l
t UI
natural gas
. liquids)
60068 69 70 7t 12 73 74 75
Souree : ,,lrlor1d Oil,,
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ANNEX XII
Changing location of refinery
World excluding North America
capaclty
and the Comnunist Areag
ui
{5
Ilions BID Miltions B,/D
{5
40(Average Year Capacity) jajg= 
"rod" ,,6xport'areas
30
2t
?0
t5
t0
5
0
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20
t5
l0
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ANNEX XIII
REFINERY FLEXIBILITY
FIXED CRUDE INTAI(E AT MINTMI,u FUEL OIIJ PRODUCTION
DISTIIJLING . DISTILLING
+ THERM. CRACKING
DISTII.LING DISTILLING
+ CAT. CRACKING. + IIYDRO CR,ACKING
PRODUCT OUTPUT
'% vrr oN
CRUDE INTN(E
. 
OPERATION ON OPERATI.ON ON
. 
MN(. MA:l(. !,tAJ&. !,IAK.
GASOLINE MIDaDIST. GASOLINE !,lID" DI
OPERATION ON
MA:I(. MN(. OPERATION ON.!4Al(. 
.l'fN(.
50
40
30
20
GASOLINE II{ID. DIStr GASOIJ-INE MID;DIST.
10
0
to
0
t0
20
30
40
50
50
40
30
20
ST.
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GASOLINE
REFINING PROCESSES ANNEX XIV
O]L REFINING
Crude oil is a very complex mixture of hydrocarbons but is only
rarely used directly as a fuel (although some power plants burn crude oil
instead of heavy fuel oil). The oi} must therefore go through a series
of refining processes to be converted into the various petroleum produets
such as petrol, fuel gas oiI, motor dieset oil, heavy fuel oil and asphalt.
The following is a short description of the most important refining
Proce sses .
CRI,JDE OIL DISTILI,ATION
Crude oil distillation is the most important of the refining
processes since the crude oil is separated into several fractions of
different boiling point ranges (that in turn form the starting materials
for a number of other refining processes).
The crude oil is pumped from the storage tariks to the distillation
unit where, it is pre-heated before going to a desalting unit where
inorganic salts are removed by washing with water. If these salts
(especially calcium and magnesium chloride) were not removed, they would,
with the high temperatures of the distiltation process, undergo ehemical
decomposition to form hydrogen chloride. The arbsequent formation of
hydrochloric acid could cause drastic corrosion of the plant. After
desatting, the oil is further heated, 5nrtly in heat exchangers and
partly in directly fired tuloe furnaces until iL reaches. a temperature of
about 325oC when it becomes an almost equal mixture of tiquid and vapour
and is then fed to the atmospheric crude oil distillation totirer. The
tovrer is equipped with a large number of horizontal, perforated trays
through which the hydrocarbon vapours rise and are gradually condensed
so that the lightest liquid collects on the top trays and the h,'aviest
at the bottom. The lightest fraction of the crude oil, i.e. gas and
naphtha (boiling range up to about I6Ooc), leaves the top of the tower
in the form of vapour and, after cooling and condensing, ie led to a
stabitizer tower, where the naphtha fraction is distiLled, releaaing
the lightest hydrocarbon solubles (Cf - Cn), which by repeated distillation
are processed into LPG and butane. The stabilized naphtha Passes on to
a splitter to\^rer where the naphtha fraction is split into light naphtha
(cs 
- 
gooc) and heavy naphtha (goo - toooc). The light naphtha j.s used
as a mixing agent in the production of petrol. Naphtha's gaa oila
are used as feedstocks to make olefins. Iltre heavy naphtha must bc further
rofrned by reforming (aee below) before it can be ueed aa a fuel
mLxtur€.
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Kerosene (1600 
- 
225oc), light gas oil (225o 
- 325oc) and hear41
gas oil (lzso- goooc) are normally produced as sidestreams from the
atmospheric crude oir distillation tower. After stripping with steam
for flash-point adjustment and further refining (mainly desulphurization)
these intermediate products form the starting material from which kerosene,
fuer gas oiI, -motor dieser oil and ship diesel oil are blended. A
substance with a boiling point above 36Ooc is obtained as a distillation
residue from the atmospheric distillation tower. This can either be
used directly as a heavy fuel oil or as feed in a vacuum distillation
unit. other gas oirs, for use after further refining as mixing agents
for a variety of light fuel oils or for the production of lubricating
oils, are extracted in this unit. The residue after vacuum distillation
can be used as a mixing agent for heavy fuer oils or directry as an
asphalt product.
For this distillation process, a carefur heat balance must be
maintained throughout the prant which means that the condensing heat
from the distiller must be constantly extracted. The heat balance is
controlled by means of a return pipe to the top of the tower and by a
number of internal circulation streams (pumtr>arounds) which are cooled
in the heat exchangers by the crude oil introduced into the unit
which at the same time becomes slightly heated. Efficient control
equipment is necessary to maintain the crude oir distirlation unit
in constant oPeration and to ensure maximum output from a given crude oil.
Most rpdern crude oil distiltation units are rargery heat-integrated,
i.e. fuIl use is made of the thermal energlr suppried to the unit, for,
for instance, heating the crude oir by pump-arounds or with the warm
intermediate products, and the heat needed to distil the naphtha fraction
is supplied through heat exchange with one of the hot crude oi1 products
such as heavy fuel oil.
REFORMING
Reforming is a catalytic process whereby heavy naphtha with a Low
octane rating undergoes a series of chemical changes so that there is
a sharp increase in naphtha components vrith high octane ratings.
Reforming processes are known under names such as Platforming, powerforming
and Ultraforming which are in principle identical, all very imtrrcrtant and
used for the production of
(1) high octane blending agents for petrol production,
(2) aromatic raw materials for the petrochemical industry and(3) LPG and butane.
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Four main chemical reactions occur in the catalytic reforming
process:
dehydrogenation of naphthenes for aromatics,
dehydrogenation of alkanes with subsequent ring-formation to
aromatics,
(3) hydrocracking of heavy alkanes to light alkanes and
(4) isomerization of alkanes and naphthas to comlnunds with
higher octane ratings. A considqcable alpunt of hydrogen is
produced during the first two reactions and the third uses
up hydrogen but hydrogen plays no special role in the
isomerization process. On the whole, rnost catalytic reforming
processes wilt give a net hydrogen yield of about 25ONm3/m3
crude naphtha by-product. The relatively cheap hydrogen
produced is often used in other, usually catalytic processes
such as desulphurization, hydrocracking, dehydrogenation,
hydrodealkylation, etc.
There are a variety of reforming catalysts, npst of which contain a
platinum compound precipitated on an aluminium oxide carrier. One of the
most recently developed catalysts that, has some interesting characteristics
contains rhenium.
Depending on the purpose of the process and the composition and
characteristics of the crude naphtha, the catalytic reforming process
is carried out at te mperatures of 4700 - 54ooc in a hydrogen pressure
of 14-35 atm. The overall chemical reaction is endothermic i.e. it
consumes energy and therefore requires additional heat to maintain the
optimal reaction conditions. The ntrmber of catalysts reguired is
therefore most often divided between 3 or 4 reactor vessels in series
with heating facilities installed between them. Organic'sulphur
compounds, ammonia, organic nitrogen compounds, certain metals such as lead,
and excessive humidity will have a strong deactivating effect on the
catalyst eitte r temporarily or permanently. Such comlnunds are therefore
undesirable in the crude naphtha and must be removed through pre-treatment.
The most cor[non method is to treat the naphtha with hydrogen in the
presence of a cobalt,/molybdenum - containing catalyst. This pre-treatment
process, known as Unifining or Hydrofiningl, converts the rpst undesirable
substances in the crude naphtha to their corresponding hydrogen compounds
(e.9. hydrogen sulphide, ammonia and water) which can easily be removed in
a subsequent stripping process. The same process is used to a large
extent in the desulphurization of petroleum and gas oils in the production
of finished products such as kerosene, jet fuel, fuel gas oil and motor
diesel fuel. The octane rating of the final product (reformate) can be
varied by changing the operating conditions of the reforuring process.
There are also variations in the gas (hydrogen, methane, ethaner propane
(1)
(2)
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and butane) produced during the reforming process.
CATALYTIC CRACKING
cracking is the refining process by means of whibh large
hydrocarbon molecules are broken down to smaller molecules under fixed
operating eonditions. The purpose of the proeess is to increase the
output of varuable products such as petrot and gas oils above the
quantities in which they naturarly occur in crude oit. previouary
a process known as thermar cracking hras widely used but today it has
almost compretely been replaced by catatytic processes. catarytic
cracking has extrrerienced considerable technological development and
rs used today in many advanced types of processes. The term ,catalytic
cracking' normally refers to Fruid catarytic cracking (Fcc) , a process
in which the catalyst in fluid form comes in contact with the feed in
gas form. An FCC plant consists of three main sections:
the cracking or reactor section
the regenerating section and
the fractionating section
The feed for the cracking unit is normarly a heavy gas oir with a
boiling point up to 6oooc. The feed is preheated and passed through
a riser pipe where it meets the hot regenerated fluidized catatyst at
a termperature of 5600 
- 
68ooc. cracking occurs at temperatures of
45oo 
- 54ooc, with the catalyst and the oir vapours moving upnards
to the reactor. unconverted gas oir (recycre oir) from the subsequent
fractionating column is introduced through another riser pipe through
the bottom of the reactor. The recycle oir rises through the cataryst
in the reactor and further cracking takes place. The reaction product and
recycre oil vapours reave the reactor through a cycrone which retains
catalyser dust, and the mixture is distilled in a fractionating column.
The cracking process produces a highry carbonaceous substance (eoke)
which will settle on the surface of the catalyst particles and reduce the
reaction of the catalyst. To continue the cracking process, the catalyst
must be reactivated, and this is done through combustion in a regenerator
into which combustion gases are injected. Before the catalyst reaches the
regenerator it passes through the reactor,s stripper section where
entrained hydrocarbons are expelled by steam. The purpose of the
stripping Process is to increase output and to reduce the combustion load
on the regenerator. The regenerated and burnt out catalyst returns to
the reactor whilst the combustion gases leave the regenerator through a
cyclone. These gases still contain combustible.substances (especially
carbon monoxide) and are therefore conveyed for final burning in a boiler
where high pressure steam is produced.
(r)
(2)
(3)
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The catalytic cracking process, to a large extent self-sufficient
in thermal energry, produces gas containing large quantities of unsaturated
hydrocarbons as weII as high octane petrol blending components and gas
oils. This gas mixture is processed into various raw Products for the
petreochemical industry and feed for the alkylation Process.
IITIDROCRACKING
Hydrocracking is a relatively new catalytic refining procees the
purpose of which is to convert heavy distillates and distillate residues
to lighter and more valuable products such as high-octane petrol blending
components.
Hydrocracking is a very flexible process since the end Product can be
varied considerably by changing the operating conditions and the composition
of the feed. This makes hydrocracking a valuable Process that can easily
be adapted to changes on the market and in product denand. It has been
devetoped commercially in several forms, the best known being Unicracking-JHC
with a stationary catalyst and the H-oil process which applies the principle of
of a catalyst kept in constant motion. Recently the latter has become of
additional interest as a process suitable for desulphurizing fuel oil and
distillation residues containing sulphur. After preheating, the oil mixed
wich hydrogen is sent to t\.ro reactors. A series of cracking reactions and
hydrogenation take place in the presence of the catalyst which is kept in
constant motion by circulating a stream of liquid from the top to the
bottom of the reactor. In this system there is very intimate contact between
the hydrogen, the oil and the catalyst, and it is possible to control the
termperature of the highly exothermic hydrocracking Process effectively.
Catalyst can be removed or added during the process which makes it easier
to keep catalyst activity and therefore operating conditions constant and
to maintain product quality. The reaction products go to a setrErating vessel
where most of the excess hydrogen is separated off from the liquid reaction
product. After purification in an absorption column, the hydrogen is
returned to the reactor and fresh hydrogen is at the same time supplied to
replace that used up in the cracking process. The reaction product passes
through a decontamination vessel and is finally fractionated in a
discillation coLumn.
$P
The purpose of the alkylation process is to produce high octane petrol
by means of a chemical reaction between o,Iefins and isoparaffins. The
dt"fir, - rich gas obtained by catalytic cracking is often used as the raw
product. It is made to react with isobutane in the Presence of hydrogen
fluoride as catalyst. The olefin - rich feed, mixed with isobutane, is
passed to a combined reactor,/separating vessel where a chemical reaction
takes place after contact with the catalyst. Hydrogen ftuoride is
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separated off and regenerated and the reaction product goes to a
fractionating corumn. After having its entrained hydrogen fruoride
removed, the top product from this column can be used for processing
into r'PG (bottred gas). unreacted isobutane is produced as a side-Etream
from the column and is returned to the reactor vessel. The bottom product
passes from the column to a debutanizer where normal butane is removed
for subsequent processing into butane products, and the final product
of the process, stabirized arkyrate, can be used directly as a petrol
blending agent.
ISOMERIZATION
rsomerization is a chemicar reaction in which the individual morecules
undergo an inversion from a given structure to another structure with the
same basic chemicar formura but other physical and chemicar properti_es.
This chemicar reaction has been deveroped commerciarly in the form of
severar refining processes, incruding the penex process which improves
the octane rating of certain crude naphtha fractions through isomerization
so that they can be used for the producLion of petrol. Another process
known as Butamer converts normal butane to isobutane that can again be used
as a constituent of the feed to an alkyration unit. rsomerization to.
improve the octane rating takes ptace at temperatures or 120-)o5oc and at
Pressures varying from 20-70 atm. in a hydrogen atmosphere in the presence
of a platinum-containing catalyst. The feed for the process is. a pentane,/
hexane-containing light crude naphtha.
POLYMERIZATION
PolYmerization is a chemical process in which smaller molecules
react with each other to form rarger molecures with quite differsr t
chemical and physical properties. Polymerization is used corunercially
as a refining process for the production of high octane petrol. The
feed for the polymerization unit is a mixture of the olefin hydrocarbons
propyrene and butylene obtained for instance by catalytie cracklng.
The mixture is fed to a reactor together with }iquid phosphoric acid
which acts as a catalyst in the trrctymerization process. The reactj.on
mixture is red to a separating vesser from which the phosphoric acid is
recirculated to the reactor. The final product is neutratized with soda
dye and stabilizes to the finished petrol comtrDnent polymer petror.
A product with a normal octane rating of 97 or tror is produced in this
process.
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Annex XVIf
The Communitv import r6qime for oil products
There is not yet in existence a cornmon import r6gine for crude and
oir products for the community. rn all tileuiber cqrntries but one
(France) the imtrnrt of oil producte hae been liberalised.
As regards duties, product imtrnrts to the Community faII into various
categories:
(a) imports subject, under the comnon customs Tariff (ccr1, to duties
varying from 3.5% on heavy oils to 6% on gasoline.
(b) inports free of duty, or at reduced rateB, under preferentiar or
co-operation agreements (see berow) within quantitative limite
( 6.4 r't. r. in 1977 ) .
(c) imports free of duty under preferential agreements and without
quantitative limite; the r.om€ convention and EFTA agreemente.
(d) imports free of duty under the generalised preference system within
a Community ceiling for oil producta (2 t'1.t. in 1977).
. BI 
- PE 49.832/A$1. rltfit./f,f
Situation at I October 1977 Annex X\[I
Preferential Aqreements relatinq to Oil Products
Subiect to Total (tons) Customs StatuBCountry
Mediterranean Basin1
algeria2
Morocco2
Tunisia2
IsraeI
Spain
EgyPt
Syria
Turkey
Ot,her Aqreements
Netherlands
AntilIes
ACP countries(Africa, Caribb.
Pacific)
EFTA countries
Generalised preference
Ceiling
Ceiling
Ceiling
Ceiling
Contingent
Tariff
Ceiling
Ceiling
Celling
Ceiling
No ceiling
No ceiling
Ceiling
1, I0o,ooo
175,000
175, OOO
561,500
1, 2oo, ooo
500,000
175,000
381, 00o
2,000r 000
2,550,OOO
.fordan do not
year by 5% and
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
40% of CCT
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
contain ceilings
will be renrcved
Note
Once the ceilings are reached, the CCT is
requesta.
lTh" 
"gr"ements with trlalta, cyprus, Lebanon andfor oil products
2The ceilings for these countries increase ea h
ar 31. L2.79
reapplied if a Mefiber State eo
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Annex XVIII
Pipelines in the European corununitv 1976
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A}INEX XIX
PRIMARY OIL REFINING CAPACITIES
IN THE ARAB COI'NTR,IES (IOOO B/D)
Country Location Present
Refineries
Under
design
. on Cons-
truction
Planning TotaI
Algeria
TotaI
Arzow
Maison Carree
Skikda
Ain aminas
Bejaia
Hassi Mas'oud
55
::
2
;;
360
7
180
26
LL7 613 730
Bahrain Bahrain 250 250
Egypt 50
80
25
1s
::
240
Mex
Mostorod
EI Ameria
Tanta
Suez
Sidi Karir
Total
450
4s0 690
fraq Daura
Basrah
Kirkuk
Musel
Za'faranya
Others
Total
70
70
:2
36
;;
40
,::
250
196 2to 250 656
Jordan Zarka 504010
Kuwait 200
250
L32
30
50
630
Shuaiba
Ahmadi
Mina Abdulla
Ras Al-Khafji
Mina Saud
Total 646
Libya
Total
60
t:
70
Assawia
Marsa AI Brega
Tobrok
Zuetina 400
4oo
60
220
280 750
Lebanon Tripoli
Sidon
36
L7.5
Total s3. 5 53. 3
Souree 
- nuropean Report 
- Euro-Arab Relations _ N. IO
- 54- PE 49. a32 /Ann.xlx/ f L^.
Mouritania Nouadhibou 2020
!lorrocco
Total
t"lohammadia-1
Mohammadia-2 ::
50
70
120 178
Qatar Umm-Said 15015 17r
Saudi
Arabia
Jeddah
A1 Riyadh
Ras Tannura
Jubail-I
Jubail-11
Yanbu'
45
15
u::
250
L20
250
155
,::
Total 620 265 L,445
Somalia 10
South
Yemen
L62 163
Port Sudan 22 250 272
Syria Homs
Banias-1
Banias-11
::
55
55
t::
175
80
8oTotal 3I0
Tunisia Bizerta
Gabes
22
6622
150
Total 150 238
U.A. E. Unun Al-Nar
Dubai l: 250200
Total 4501s 465
Grand Total 2466.5 2,L19 2495 7,096.5
Source - European Report - Euro-Arab Relations - N.10
- 
55 
-
PE 49. a32 / Ann.xrx/ f {n.
s60
10
Adan
Sudan
66
EUR 9
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Letter from Mr
the Committee
AND MONETARY AFFAIRS
GLINNE, chairman of the comrnittee to Mrs WALZ ' chairman of
on Energy and Research
Luxembourg, 22 FebruarY 1978
Subject:
Dear Mrs WaLz,
Further to the arrangement made on 28 February 1977,
Economic and Monetary Affairs coneidered t'he draft rePort
It noted with considerable intereEt the matters dealt with by the
rapporteur -
within the framework of ite terme of reference our committee keeps all
aspects of Ehe community's compeEition and industrial policy under constang
revlew and, where aPpropriate, draws up reports on them'
It shares your comlnittee's view that it is essentiaL to create wlthout
delayacommonmarketincrudeoilandoilproducts,inlinewiththecon-
ditions of competition set out in the Treaty. In this context the committee
oil Economic and l.lonetary Affairs draws attention to the rePort recently
presented by !,lr coust6 on the sixth Report of the conrmisslon on competition
pori"yr, which carls on the commission to ensure that administrative
barriers to trade are eliminated, national monopolies abolished and trans-
Parencyintroducedintothemarket,particularlywheretheprinciplesto
be observed with regard to the activity of multinational undertakings' are
concerned.
O'rrn-init.iative rePort by the Committee on Energy and Regearch
on the prospects-i", ."i requirements of a community olr supply
."a-pt"i"s"ing policy (PE 49'832/rev'II)
Rapporteur: l'tr NoRIIANTON
-informalopinionoftheCommitteeonEconomicandMonetaryAffairs -
the Committee on
on 3 FebruarY 1978-
com-
crude
and 22
In
of
Member
The CommiEEee orr Economic and MoneLary Affalrs also shares your
miEEee'g eonvicElon as to the need for a Community import policy for
oil ancl oiI products. This vlew is clearly sets out in paragraphs 15
of the motlon for a resolution (Doc. 431/751 tabled by !{r GTLDBERG'
this report, which the European Parliament adopted, the committee on
Economic and llonetary Affai.rs stressed, in particular, the importance
coordinating structural policy and the need for solidarity among the
States.
1 ro". 347/77, Resolution, paragraphs 9' 11' 15 
and rB
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Having made the above points, which shovr hor* aptly rour.o*roittee has
covered matters falling within the terms of reference of the Committee on
Economic and Irlonetary Affairs, our Committee decided unanimously not to
deliver a formal opinionl. I can hovrever assure you that the mernbers of
the Committee on Economic and I[onetary Affairs fully support the demands
set out by your rapporteur.
Yours sincerely,
(sgd) Ernest GLINNE
Present: l,lr Grinne, chairman; Lord Ardwick, I{r Brugha, }tr carpentier,Mr cifarerri, It{r coust6, l,lrs Dahlerup, Mr Delmotte (deputizing forl{r Patijn) , I'lr Jakobsen, ljlr De Keersmaeker, Mr Lange, Irlr Normanton,l.Ir Notenboom, Mr Nyborg, Sir Brandon Rhys Williams, lrtr RJ_pamonti,Mr Spinelli, Mr St,arke, Mr Stetter and ljlr Verhaegen
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